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Zoo’s across the country raise money every year for rhino conservation.
Do other animals benefit when rhinos are protected? How? 

What is the Aldabra Giant Tortoise’s name and how old is he estimated
to be?

AFRICAN REPTILE HOUSEAFRICAN REPTILE HOUSEAFRICAN REPTILE HOUSE GIRAFFE OVERLOOKGIRAFFE OVERLOOKGIRAFFE OVERLOOK
There are several species of venomous
snakes housed in this building. What
precautions do you think are taken to
safely keep these animals in Zoos?  

A giraffe loves the leaves of an acacia tree,
but they will eat many other plant species

as well. What challenges do Zoo’s face
when caring for animals that only eat one

type of plant?   

RANGE OF THE JAGUARRANGE OF THE JAGUARRANGE OF THE JAGUAR
When jaguars hunt a farmer’s livestock, the farmer may retaliate by killing the
jaguar. What can be done to prevent or reduce the conflict between jaguars and

farmers? 

Some people mistakenly think that bats are rodents. What defining characteristic
of rodents is missing from bats? 
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EMERALD FOREST AVIARYEMERALD FOREST AVIARYEMERALD FOREST AVIARY

AUSTRALIA LOOPAUSTRALIA LOOPAUSTRALIA LOOP

LORIKEET AVIARYLORIKEET AVIARYLORIKEET AVIARY

SAVE THE FROGSSAVE THE FROGSSAVE THE FROGS

BAMBOO GARDENSBAMBOO GARDENSBAMBOO GARDENS LAND OF THE TIGERLAND OF THE TIGERLAND OF THE TIGER

Many of the birds in this exhibit are
piscivores (fish-eaters). What precautions

do you think need to be taken when
designing an exhibit with birds and fish?  

Carefully watch the lorikeets in the exhibit
and pay special attention to their mouths.

They have a specialized tip at the end of
their tongue. Describe what it looks like and
discuss what purpose it might serve for the

birds in nature? 

Emus are among the largest living birds,
second to what African species? 

Why do you think we might be trying to
breed the less endangered species of

waterdogs? Read the signs for clues!   

Koi fish have been bred in captivity for
many generations to be decorative fish

in ponds. Do you think a captive koi
could survive if released into the wild?

Why or why not? 

Tigers are a solitary species in the wild.
What challenges do zoos face when

housing a solitary animal like a tiger,
versus keeping more social animals like

flamingos? 
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When hornbills reproduce, the male closes the female and her eggs inside a
tree cavity. Why might this be a useful behavior for bird reproduction? 

There are some fishermen that live in close proximity to komodo
dragons. What precautions do you think need to be taken when living

next to a large predator?  

TUXEDO PENGUIN EXHIBITTUXEDO PENGUIN EXHIBITTUXEDO PENGUIN EXHIBIT

A penguin’s black and white coloration is
a type of camouflage known as

countershading that works well for
aquatic species. How would these colors
help a penguin hide while in the ocean? 

AFRICAN FORESTAFRICAN FORESTAFRICAN FOREST

The siamangs call very loudly, you may
hear them as you walk through the zoo.
What do you think those loud calls are

used for?

Look at the tall structure in the center of
the gorilla exhibit. The gorillas can’t climb

these, so what are they for and why are
they important?
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Check the black bear range map. Where is the black bear’s current range,
and where is it’s range reduction?

Our Manatee Critical Care Center is meant to help animals that are hit
by boats. Come up with a slogan to warn people to slow down in waters

with manatees.

FLORIDA REPTILE HOUSEFLORIDA REPTILE HOUSEFLORIDA REPTILE HOUSE

We exhibit invasive species such as the
Burmese python and Cuban tree frog.
What could be done to prevent more

invasive species from finding their way
to Florida? ? 

RIVER VALLEY AVIARYRIVER VALLEY AVIARYRIVER VALLEY AVIARY

Look around the aviary and count the
number of different duck species you can

find. There are over 60 species of ducks
found all over the world. Why would there

be so many different types of this
waterfowl? 


